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8 Abstract

9 Our previous studies investigated the response of precast segmental columns subjected 

10 to lateral impact loading, and found that the columns exhibited better flexibility and impact 

11 resistance capability as compared to monolithic cast-in-place column. The damage and 

12 failure of segmental column were mainly due to flexural compression induced damages 

13 when subjected to mid-span impact, and concrete shear failure when subjected to near 

14 base impact. In this paper, we utilize FRP to wrap the concrete segments to improve its 

15 impact resistant capacity. Laboratory impact tests on scaled columns are conducted. The 

16 columns are impacted at mid-span, segmental joint near column base and directly onto 

17 the centre of the bottom concrete segment which are respectively associated with the 

18 flexural bending mode, combined bending and shear mode, and direct shear deformation 

19 mode. The responses of the columns are examined and compared with those non-

20 retrofitted columns. Then, a detailed three-dimensional numerical model of the segmental 

21 column is generated and validated with lab test results. The numerical model can be used 

22 to calculate the responses of the segmental columns subjected to lateral impact loading 

23 for design analyses. 
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25 1. Introduction
26 1.1 Background
27 Accelerated construction with precast segmental elements have attracted much attention 

28 recently. This is because it can greatly improve construction efficiency (up to 50% 

29 construction time [1]), ensure construction quality, minimize traffic disruption, and reduce 

30 environmental impact (minimum site work and no site casting). In addition, new materials 

31 such as ultra-high-performance concrete and fibre reinforced concrete which require heat 

32 curing and special mixing become feasible for precast segmental element.

33       According to the bonding type of prestress system, segmental columns can be 

34 categorized into bonded or unbonded prestress system. With unbonded post-tensioning 

35 prestress system, a segmental column is erected on site and then the tendon is post-

36 tensioned. Such system exhibits outstanding self-centring capacity because the post-

37 tensioned tendon could bring the deformed column back to its original position. However, 

38 because of the gap between adjacent concrete segments, the unbonded tendon is 

39 vulnerable to corrosion damage [2-4]. For segmental column with bonded prestress 

40 system, the preserved duct for prestress tendon is grouted with cementitious materials 

41 after the tendon is stressed. The bonded prestress system has been found to increase 

42 column lateral strength, and is capable of dissipating more energy because of the yielding 

43 of the bonded tendon when the column is laterally loaded. Nevertheless, the yielding of 

44 tendon reduces the self-centring capacity of the column [5, 6]. 

45       There are very limited studies available in the literature about the impact resistant 

46 capacity of segmental column while most previous studies concentrated on the 

47 earthquake resistance performance of segmental columns [7-10]. Recently Zhang et al. 

48 [11, 12] conducted pendulum impact tests on precast segmental column with unbonded 

49 prestress tendon. By comparing with conventional monolithic column, it was found that 

50 when subjected to mid-span impact, segmental column exhibited more flexural 

51 deformation capacity and better self-centring ability after the impact. Since the segmental 

52 columns was more flexible under impact loading, lower peak impact loads were resulted 

53 and measured when subjected to lateral impacts of the same impactor weight and velocity. 

54 When impacted at different locations along the segmental columns, different responses 
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55 and failure modes would be excited. For instance, when impacted at mid-span of the 

56 segmental column the column developed substantial flexural bending deformation. When 

57 impacted at segmental joint near column base, combined flexural bending and shear 

58 deformation mode was resulted because the moment resistant capacity at segmental joint 

59 was low. When the column was impacted directly on the bottom segment, shear 

60 dominated failure was observed, where segmental joint opening was not observed to the 

61 segmental column. It was also found that friction between adjacent segments was not 

62 sufficient to resist shear slippage at the segment joint under lateral impacts. To improve 

63 segmental shear resistance, trapezoidal prism shape shear key made of concrete which 

64 is commonly used for precast concrete elements was introduced. Impact test on 

65 segmental columns with shear key found that because of the sudden change in segment 

66 geometry around the concrete tenon and mortise, more severe crushing damages to 

67 concrete segments especially around the shear key were observed due to stress 

68 concentration [13]. To relief column damage due to stress concentration around shear 

69 key, Zhang et al. optimised the concrete shear key with curved dome-shape [14]. 

70 Validation test proved less concrete damage with the improved domed shear key. 

71       Mitigation retrofit for segmental column against impact loading is not available in 

72 literature. Existing retrofitting methods on segmental columns are primarily against 

73 earthquake loading. For instance, Chou and Chen [4] installed energy dissipation device 

74 to the column-footing joint. Ou et al. [8, 9, 15] employed energy dissipation bars at 

75 segmental joints. Both mild steel and shape-memory-alloy were adopted. Motaref et al. 

76 [16] used CFRP at segmental joints to reduce damage. Since the responses of segmental 

77 columns under earthquake loading and impact loading are fundamentally different, the 

78 effectiveness and efficiency of these methods in protecting segmental columns under 

79 earthquake ground motions are not necessarily the same when the column is subjected 

80 to lateral impacts.  For conventional monolithic RC columns, FRP has been commonly 

81 utilized to improve column impact resistance capacity. To apply FRP wrap around the 

82 column was found to be able to provide substantial confinement and therefore increase 

83 the compressive strength of concrete and the column [17, 18], comparable to applying 

84 confinement by steel reinforcement. Previous testing results showed noticeable increase 

85 in concrete compressive strength [19]. 
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86 1.2 FRP confinement model
87       The confinement of concrete using FRP is based on a well-established mechanism 

88 that the lateral expansion of concrete column is resisted by the FRP wrap which provides 

89 a confining pressure to the concrete. FRP wrap ruptures if the tensile stress in the hoop 

90 direction is exceeded. Many studies have been made to investigate and model the 

91 behavior of concrete in FRP-confined rectangular columns [20-24], leading to different 

92 models, of which ACI-440 [25] model is one of the most commonly utilized in predicting 

93 FRP confined concrete properties.

94       The compressive strength of FRP-confined concrete fc’ is closely related to the 

95 effective confining pressure f1’ by the FRP wrap, which is defined as 

𝑓1' = 𝑘𝑠 𝑓1 (1)

96 where ks is the shape factor to account for the effect of non-uniform confinement, and f1 

97 is the equivalent confining pressure by the FRP wrap to an equivalent circular column, 

98 which can be evaluated by the following equation:

𝑓1 =
2𝐸𝑓𝑟𝑝𝜀𝑗𝑡

𝐷
(2)

99 where  is the nominal hoop rupture strain in the FRP, and D is the equivalent diameter 𝜀𝑗

100 of the column. Efrp and t are the elastic modulus and total thickness of the FRP. 

101       In ACI-440 [25], the shape factor is defined as the ratio of the effective confinement 

102 area to the total area of concrete. 

𝑘𝑠 =
𝐴𝑒

𝐴𝑔
=

1 ‒ ((𝑏 ‒ 2𝑅𝑐)2 + (ℎ ‒ 2𝑅𝑐)2/3𝐴𝑔) ‒ 𝜌𝑠𝑐

1 ‒ 𝜌𝑠𝑐

(3)

103 where Ae and Ag are the effective and gross areas of the column; Rc is the radius of the 

104 corner and sc is the longitudinal reinforcement ratio. The equivalent diameter of the 

105 rectangular column , where b and h are the width and depth of the cross-section D =
2𝑏ℎ

𝑏 + ℎ

106 of the column. The compressive strength of the confined concrete can be predicted using 

107 Mander’s [26] equation as 
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f𝑐𝑐'

f𝑐o'
= 2.254 1 + 7.94f

'
1/f𝑐o' ‒

2f
'
1

f
'

𝑐o
‒ 1.254

(4)

108 where fcc’ is the FRP-confined concrete strength, and fco’ is the unconfined uniaxial 

109 compressive strength of the concrete. With the column and FRP design inputs, the 

110 confined concrete strength with FRP wrap can then be calculated.

111

112 1.3 Aim and scope of this study
113       Since the damage to the segmental column is primarily due to the damage of concrete 

114 especially due to excessive flexural induced compression and shear damages, mitigation 

115 retrofit is provided by applying fibre reinforced polymer wraps to the concrete segment 

116 which could provide confinement to improve concrete strength. Lateral impact tests and 

117 numerical simulations are conducted on segmental columns wrapped with FRP. Columns 

118 are impacted at mid-span, bottom segmental joint and base segment. Comparison with 

119 non-retrofitted segmental columns was also made to evaluate the effectiveness of the 

120 FRP retrofitting. 

121

122 2. Experimental Examination
123 2.1 Column design
124 Figure 1 shows the schematic view of the segmental column. Scaled columns of 800mm 

125 tall with 100mm by 100mm squared cross-section are designed. The designated 

126 dimension represents ¼ scale model of 3.2m tall column. Each column comprises of 5 

127 reinforced concrete segments (Figure 1b). 6mm deformed bars are used as longitudinal 

128 reinforcement, and 4mm plain bars are used as transverse reinforcement at 40mm 

129 spacing. To improve segmental shear resistance and to reduce stress concentration at 

130 shear key, dome-shape concrete shear key is designed. The bottom segment is cast 

131 independently and then connected to the concrete footing with two 6mm starter bars and 

132 concrete shear key. The footing is 400mm by 400mm by 140mm, which is fully fixed to 

133 the strong floor with post-tensioning bolts. The columns are free-standing with a concrete 

134 cube and a series of steel plates stacked on top of the column (total weight of 288kg). 
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135 The concrete segments are integrated with the footing and top mass with post-tensioning 

136 tendon. A 9.3mm 7-wire super-strand is pulled through the centre of the segments with 

137 30kN post-tensioning force (about 8.5% of the column axial compressive capacity). The 

138 uniaxial compressive strength of concrete is 34MPa and the flexural bending strength is 

139 5MPa. The density of the longitudinal and transverse reinforcements is 7800kg/m3 and 

140 the yield strengths are 500MPa and 300MPa respectively. The Young’s modulus of the 

141 reinforcement is 200GPa. The density, proof strength and Young’s modulus of the 

142 prestress tendon are 7850kg/m3, 1860MPa and 195GPa, respectively. The four corners 

143 of each concrete segment are rounded (r10mm). Two layers of Basalt fibre reinforced 

144 polymer (BFRP) are glued to wrap each segment. The thickness of BFRP is 0.12mm per 

145 layer. The density is 2500kg/m3, and the characteristic static tensile strength is 1640MPa 

146 and Young’s modulus is 77.9GPa. Reference [27] lists the detailed mechanical properties 

147 of the BFRP utilized in the test. Sikadur®-300 is applied as epoxy whose tensile strength 

148 is 45MPa and tensile modulus of elasticity is 3500MPa (7 days at room temperature). 

Dome 
shear key

Reinforcement 
cage

footing

Top mass

Segment 4

Segment 5

Segment 2

Segment 3

Segment 1

FRP wrap

 

149 Figure 1 Illustration of segmental column design
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150 2.2 Test system
151       A pendulum impact system is used for the impact test. The impactor is made of 300kg 

152 solid steel block hinged with a 2.8m long pendulum arm. In each test, the impactor is lifted 

153 to the design angle and then released to generate impact onto the column at different 

154 impact velocities. The impactor is then pulled back manually to avoid impacting the 

155 column for a second time. To strike at different locations of the column, the columns are 

156 elevated by inserting precast reinforced concrete slabs underneath the footing.

157       A load cell is installed in front of the impactor to measure the impact load. Linear 

158 voltage displacement transducers (LVDTs) are installed behind the column at different 

159 locations to monitor column lateral displacement. The sensors are connected to a data 

160 acquisition system and logged at 50 kHz frequency. A high-speed camera is setup to 

161 video the entire deformation-to-failure process of the column. With the aid of tracking 

162 matrix glued to the centre of each concrete segment, the high-speed video images were 

163 post-processed with digital image correlation technique to derive the segment 

164 displacement time histories. 

165

166 Figure 2 Schematic view of the impact locations onto the segmental columns

167

168  
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Column Impact location Mitigation Impact No. Est. velocity 
(m/s)

S5KD-CI[14] Mid-span - Impact 01 0.23
Impact 02 0.64
Impact 03 1.37
Impact 04 2.71
Impact 05 3.59

S5KD-BJ[14] Base joint - Impact 01 0.23
Impact 02 0.64
Impact 03 1.37
Impact 04 2.71
Impact 05 3.59

S5KD-BS[14] Base segment - Impact 01 0.23
Impact 02 0.64
Impact 03 1.37
Impact 04 2.71
Impact 05 3.59

S5KD-FRP-CI Mid-span FRP wrap Impact 01 0.23
Impact 02 0.64
Impact 03 1.37
Impact 04 2.71
Impact 05 3.59
Impact 06 4.05

S5KD-FRP-BJ Base joint FRP wrap Impact 01 0.23
Impact 02 0.64
Impact 03 1.37
Impact 04 2.71
Impact 05 3.59
Impact 06 4.05
Impact 07 4.47

S5KD-FRP-BS Base segment FRP wrap Impact 01 0.23
Impact 02 0.64
Impact 03 1.37
Impact 04 2.71
Impact 05 3.59

169 Table 1 Summary of test plan

170 2.3 Test scheme
171       To evaluate the effectiveness of FRP wrap for different response modes of segmental 

172 columns, the columns are impacted at mid-span, bottom segmental joint and centre of 

173 bottom segment (Figure 2), which correspond to the maximum flexural deformation, 

174 combined flexural bending and shear deformation, and direct shear failure mode when 

175 the columns are not retrofitted in the previous study [14]. Each column is subjected to 
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176 multiple impacts with gradually increased impact velocities, i.e. 0.23m/s, 0.67m/s, 

177 1.38m/s, 2.74m/s, 3.62m/s, 4.05m/s and 4.47m/s, until total column failure. For 

178 comparison, the results from the same segmental columns without FRP wraps reported 

179 in a previous study [14] are also briefly discussed here. Table 1 summarizes the testing 

180 scheme, where S5KD-FRP represents segmental column with five segments and 

181 wrapped with FRP. CI, BJ and BS stand for impacted at centre of column (mid-span), 

182 bottom segmental joint and centre of bottom segment, respectively.  

183 3. Results 
184 Testing results for the three types of FRP retrofitted segmental columns under lateral 

185 impacts at different locations are presented in this section, which include column 

186 deformation-to-failure processes recorded with a high-speed camera, column damage 

187 and failure modes, impact load time histories and column lateral displacement time 

188 histories. Comparisons between the non-retrofitted and FRP-retrofitted columns are 

189 made to assess the effectiveness of FRP wrap in improving the column impact resistant 

190 capacity. 

191 3.1 Impact at column mid-span 

192 3.1.1 Deformation-to-failure process

193       Figure 3 shows the column response when impacted at mid-span of the column. Since 

194 in Impact 01, 02 and 03 the impact loads are relatively small which generated insignificant 

195 column responses, the high-speed camera images are therefore not presented. As shown, 

196 in Impact 04 (2.71m/s) when the impactor strikes on the mid-span of column S5KD-FRP-

197 CI, it forces the column to deform sideway. Local deformation mode with large central 

198 deflection is excited at t=30ms. The maximum deformation of the column gradually moves 

199 from the centre of the column upwards to the top of the column (t=69ms), i.e., the 

200 response mode of the column transforms from localized deformation mode into global 

201 response mode during free vibration phase (t=389ms). As impact velocity increases to 

202 3.59m/s (Impact 05), larger deflection of the column with apparent joint openings between 

203 the Segment 2 and 3 at t=20ms, and between Segment 3 and 4 at t=85ms are observed. 

204 Because of excessive flexural bending deformation, concrete compressive damage is 

205 resulted and can be observed in Segment 4. Despite very large deflection at the top of 
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206 the column during free vibration phase, the prestress tendon still manages to restore the 

207 deformed column. In the ultimate impact with velocity 4.05m/s, the column exhibits local 

208 deformation mode with large central deflection (t=20ms). Similar to that described above, 

209 the response mode of the column gradually changes. Because of substantial top 

210 deflection, the column eventually collapses due to overturn from the top of the column 

211 (t=598ms). 

t=0ms t=30ms t=69ms t=389ms t=969ms
Impact 04

t=0ms t=20ms t=85ms t=178ms t=525ms
Impact 05

t=0ms t=20ms t=97ms t=246ms t=598ms
Impact 06
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212 Figure 3 High-speed camera images of column S5KD-FRP-CI

213

214 3.1.2 Damage and failure of column

215       Figure 4 compares the damages and failure of the segmental columns with and 

216 without FRP retrofit. As can be observed, the non-retrofitted column experiences severe 

217 concrete segment damages especially to Segment 3 and 4 due to compressive damage 

218 induced by flexural bending. The column loses stability eventually under 3.59m/s impact 

219 as damages extend through neutral axis of column. In comparison, the retrofitted column 

220 is more resilient under mid-span impact. Most concrete segments remain intact under the 

221 lateral impacts. Only minor FRP rupture is formed to Segment 4 and the base segment, 

222 indicating substantial flexural compressive stress the concrete segments experience. The 

223 starter bars connecting the bottom segment and the footing snap as the column develops 

224 very large flexural bending deformation. The column collapses eventually because of 

225 excessive lateral displacement instead of severe column damage. 

FRP rupture

Starter rupture

Concrete 
crushing

a) S5KD-FRP-CI b) S5KD-CI

226 Figure 4 Comparison of damage and failure of columns under mid-span impact a) FRP 
227 retrofitted column; b) Non-retrofitted column

228
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229 3.1.3 Impact load time history

230       Figure 5a shows the impact load time histories recorded for column S5KD-FRP-CI. 

231 Because of malfunction of the loadcell, the impact loads for Impact 02, 03 and 04 were 

232 not properly recorded. As can be found, the impact loads for the mid-span impact on 

233 retrofitted segmental columns are featured with multiple peaks. An initial maximum impact 

234 loads are formed when the impactor strikes on the column. For instance, for Impact 01 

235 an initial peak load of about 7.8kN is resulted upon the impactor strikes on the column, 

236 which then reduces to about 3kN but increases again to about 7kN reaching a 2nd peak 

237 on the load time history before it dissipates to ambient at about 28ms. As impactor velocity 

238 increases, larger impact load is resulted with longer duration acting on the segmental 

239 column. In Impact 05, an initial peak load of 21.5kN is measured followed which there are 

240 a few peaks until reduces to ambient at about 125ms. The featured multiple peaks on 

241 load time histories are due to the interaction between the impactor and the segmental 

242 column. In the ultimate 4.05m/s impact, a peak load of 23.6kN is resulted which dissipates 

243 to ambient at about 170ms. 

244       Figure 5b compares the typical impact load time histories for the FRP-retrofitted and 

245 non-retrofitted columns. It can be found that under low-speed impact (0.23m/s in Impact 

246 01), very similar initial peak loads are measured on the two columns because there are 

247 no damages caused to the columns. However, the 2nd peak load on the FRP wrapped 

248 column is larger than that on the non-retrofitted column but last for shorter duration due 

249 to higher column stiffness. When subjected to high-speed impact (4.05m/s in Impact 05), 

250 larger peak impact load (about 24kN) is resulted on column S5KD-CI than that on S5KD-

251 FRP-CI (about 21.5kN). But the impactor acts on the latter column for longer duration 

252 owing to smaller column stiffness and larger deformation. 
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a) b)
253 Figure 5 Impact load time histories for a) S5KD-FRP-CI; b) comparisons with S5KD-CI

254

255 3.1.4 Deflection time histories

256       Figure 6a shows the recorded column central deflection time history. As can be 

257 observed that an initial peak central deflection occurs during the forced vibration phase, 

258 which quickly rebounds and then forms a 2nd peak deflection during the free vibration 

259 phase. The column vibrates back and forth until it comes to rest. As the impact level 

260 increases, both the peak deflection and the vibration period increase. For instance, a peak 

261 deflection of 3.8mm is resulted at the centre of the column in Impact 01, which increases 

262 to 66.7mm in Impact 05. The associated column free vibration period also increases from 

263 272ms to 820ms. This is because the larger impact force results in the segmental joint 

264 opening and damages the concrete segments. Figure 6b compares the central deflection 

265 time histories between the retrofitted and non-retrofitted columns. When subjected to low-

266 velocity impact (0.23m/s), the responses of the two columns are very similar. The 

267 vibration amplitude of the FRP wrapped column is slightly lower than that of the non-

268 retrofitted column. However, the difference becomes more apparent when the columns 

269 are subjected to high velocity impact (3.59m/s in Impact 04). A peak deflection of 66.3mm 

270 is measured at the centre of the FRP retrofitted column, which is 21% lower than that of 

271 the non-retrofitted column (84mm). Because of the FRP wrap and less damages to the 

272 concrete segments, the vibration period of the retrofitted column is also shorter than that 

273 of the non-retrofitted column. 
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a) b)

274 Figure 6 Deflection time histories at column mid-span for a) S5KD-FRP-CI; b) comparison with 
275 S5KD-CI

276

277       The peak and residual deflections at the top of the FRP retrofitted and non-retrofitted 

278 columns are summarized and compared in Figure 7a. Because the load cell did not record 

279 all the impact load time histories, impact velocity is utilized as the horizontal axis. As can 

280 be observed, the peak deflections of the retrofitted column are always smaller than those 

281 measured on the non-retrofitted columns. For instance, when impacted with 1.37m/s 

282 velocity in Impact 03, a peak deflection of 30.2mm is measured on S5KD-FRP-CI which 

283 is 24% lower than that of column S5KD-CI. When the columns are subjected to 3.59m/s 

284 impact in Impact 05, a peak deflection of the retrofitted column is 205.4mm while that of 

285 the non-retrofitted column is 258.6mm. As for the residual deflection, it can be found that 

286 negligible residual displacements are measured on the two columns when subjected to 

287 low velocity impacts in Impact 01 and 02. Column S5KD-CI inclines backwards after 

288 Impact 03 and 04 with residual displacements of -4.4mm and -4.8mm, respectively. In 

289 comparison, smaller residual deflections are measured on the FRP wrapped column. 

290 Residual top displacements are 1.6mm and -3.4mm after Impact 03 and 04. This is 

291 because with FRP wrapping the segments, much less concrete damages are resulted 

292 when the column is impacted. 
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a)    b)
293 Figure 7 Comparisons of a) peak and residual deflections at column top; b) relative 
294 displacement

295

296       Segmental relative displacement is a major concern for segmental column under 

297 lateral impact. Figure 7b compares the relative displacements between Segment 2 and 3 

298 for the two columns. Because the columns are impacted at the centre of Segment 3, 

299 maximum shear forces are resulted between these two segments. No relative 

300 displacements are found when the impact levels are relatively small. In Impact 03 

301 (1.37m/s), a relative displacement of nearly 4mm is recorded on the non-retrofitted 

302 column, which further increases to almost 6mm in Impact 04. In comparison, no relative 

303 displacement is resulted on the retrofitted column after Impact 03. This is because no 

304 concrete damage occurs to the FRP wrapped column. However, because of large lateral 

305 force in Impact 04, over 5mm relative displacement is resulted at the joint between 

306 Segment 2 and 3, which nevertheless is still smaller than that of the non-retrofitted column. 

307
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308 3.2 Impact at bottom segmental joint

309 3.2.1 Deformation-to-failure process

310       When impacted at bottom segmental joint, segmental column exhibits different 

311 response from that described above, i.e. combined flexural bending and shear 

312 deformation mode [13]. Figure 8 depicts the responses when the column is wrapped with 

313 FRP. As shown, in Impact 05 impacting at the bottom segmental joint forces the joint to 

314 open (t=10ms). Flexural deformation occurs with the largest curvature developed near 

315 the column bottom at the impacted point. With higher impact velocity in Impact 06, larger 

316 segmental joint opening can be observed (t=10ms). The localized flexural deformation 

317 gradually transforms to the global response mode with the largest deformation occurring 

318 at the top end of the column (t=283ms). Similar response characteristics can be observed 

319 in Impact 07, but the high-speed impact causes larger responses and also indents on the 

320 FRP wrapped concrete segment. At t=26ms, the impactor pushes the column to bend 

321 with an excessive opening. As a result, the bottom concrete segment rotates substantially 

322 against the bottom right corner. Concrete crushing damage can be observed as a resulted 

323 of the excessive rotation at the joint (t=111ms). 

324

t=0ms t=10ms t=22ms t=99ms t=335ms
Impact 05
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t=0ms t=10ms t=22ms t=109ms t=283ms
Impact 06

t=0ms t=10ms t=26ms t=111ms t=168ms
Impact 07

325 Figure 8 High-speed camera images of column S5KD-FRP-BJ in three impact tests

326

327 3.2.2 Damage and failure of the column

328       Figure 9 compares the damage and failure modes of the retrofitted and non-retrofitted 

329 segmental columns subjected to impact at the bottom segmental joint. As can be seen, 

330 severe damages to the two bottom segments of the non-retrofitted column S5KD-BJ 

331 occur. Flexural bending induced compressive stress leads to damages in the two bottom 

332 segments. In addition, diagonal shear damage is also developed in the bottom segment 

333 (Segment 1). The non-retrofitted column collapses at Impact 05 with the impact velocity 

334 3.59m/s. In comparison, much less damages are found on the FRP-wrapped column, 

335 S5KD-FRP-BJ. FRP rupture can be observed at the edge of the bottom segment due to 

336 excessive hoop stress as well as the direct impact load. No other damage occurs to the 

337 rest of the column. After the seven impacts in the test, the column still survives (not 
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338 collapsed) although the residual displacement at the top of the column is large as shown 

339 in the Figure. 

a) S5KD-FRP-BJ b) S5KD-BJ

340 Figure 9 Comparison of damage and failure of columns under bottom segmental joint impact a) 
341 FRP retrofitted column; b) Non-retrofitted column

342

343 3.2.3 Impact load time histories

344       Figure 10a shows the impact load time histories of column S5KD-FRP-BJ. The impact 

345 load time histories show typical dual-peaks because of the interaction between the 

346 impactor and the segmental column. The peak loads increase as impactor velocity 

347 increases except for Impact 07 whose peak load is smaller (46kN). This is because of the 

348 damage of the column in previous impacts that makes the column less stiff. Nevertheless, 

349 the loading duration steadily increases indicating the impact acting on the column for 

350 longer duration. Comparing the recorded impact load time histories between the 

351 retrofitted and non-retrofitted columns in Figure 10b, it can be found that the impact load 

352 on the two columns are very similar. When subjected to 0.67m/s impact in Impact 02, a 

353 peak impact load of 20.5kN is measured on column S5KD-BJ while that on column S5KD-

354 FRP-BJ is 19.4kN. The duration of the both loading time histories are about 25ms. 

355 Similarly, when subjected to 1.37m/s impact, the peak impact loads are both about 35kN 

356 and the load duration about 30ms. These results imply wrapping the concrete segments 

357 with FRP has insignificant effects on the column stiffness therefore the interaction 
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358 between the impactor and the two columns are similar. When the columns are subjected 

359 to 2.71m/s impact, noticeably lower 2nd peak load (28kN) can be found on the non-

360 retrofitted column S5KD-BJ, while that on column S5KD-FRP-BJ is about 42kN. The 

361 impact load duration for the former column is 44ms and the latter is less than 40ms. The 

362 difference is because the high initial peak impact load damages the concrete segment of 

363 the non-retrofitted column. The degradation of the stiffness of the column due to damages 

364 of the segment results in the lower 2nd peak in the load time history but longer loading 

365 duration.

a) b)
366 Figure 10 Impact load time histories for a) S5KD-FRP-BJ; b) comparison with S5KD-BJ

367

368 3.2.4 Deflection time histories

369       Figure 11a shows the deflection time histories of column S5KD-FRP-BJ at the 

370 impacted segmental joint. Unlike those recorded when impacted at mid-span, as shown 

371 in Figure 11a the deflection is featured with an initial peak associated with the forced 

372 vibration phase followed by a series of small amplitude fast oscillations till the column 

373 comes to complete rest. As joint opening initiates under high velocity impacts in Impact 

374 05, 06 and 07, larger initial peak deflections are resulted. Also because of segmental joint 

375 opening, the vibration period of the column becomes longer. 

376       Figure 11b compares the deflection time histories at the impacted segmental joints of 

377 the retrofitted and non-retrofitted columns. As can be seen, the FRP wrapped column has 
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378 smaller deflections. For instance, when subjected to 0.67m/s impact (Impact 02), slightly 

379 smaller peak deflection (2.1mm) is measured on column S5KD-FRP-BJ comparing to 

380 2.9mm peak deflection measured on column S5KD-BJ. And almost no residual deflection 

381 is found on the former column while nearly 2mm residual deflection is found on the non-

382 retrofitted column. When subject to 3.59m/s impact (Impact 05), 30mm peak deflection is 

383 recorded on the retrofitted column S5KD-FRP-BJ, compared to 34mm peak deflection on 

384 the non-retrofitted column. 

a) b)
385 Figure 11 Deflection time histories at bottom segmental joint for a) column S5KD-FRP-BJ; b) 
386 comparison with column S5KD-BJ

387

388       The peak and residual displacements at the top of the two columns are summarized 

389 and plotted against the imposed impulse in Figure 12a. As shown, retrofitted column 

390 always has lower peak deflections than the  non-retrofitted column. For example, when 

391 subjected to 0.67m/s impact (about 250kN-ms impulse), a peak deflection of 3.9mm is 

392 measured on column S5KD-FRP-BJ, which is 13% less than that of column S5KD-BJ. 

393 When the impact velocity is 1.37m/s (about 500kN-ms impulse), the retrofitted column 

394 deforms with a peak deflection of 12mm at the top of the column while that of the non-

395 retrofitted column is nearly 16mm. The difference is mainly because of the higher flexural 

396 stiffness of the retrofitted column compared to the non-retrofitted column with lower 

397 stiffness owing to damages to the concrete segments. Nevertheless, the difference on 

398 the residual displacement at the top of the two columns are not as significant as the peak 
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399 deflection. For instance, in Impact 03 similar residual displacements (about 4.6mm) are 

400 measured on the two columns. After Impact 04, larger residual displacement (7mm) is 

401 found on column S5KD-FRP-BJ as compared to 4.5mm on column S5KD-BJ. More 

402 apparent difference can be found on relative displacement. As shown in Figure 12b, about 

403 2mm relative displacement is measured between Segment 1 and 2 of the non-retrofitted 

404 column after Impact 03 (about 500kN-ms) which further increases to 4.7mm in Impact 04. 

405 The relative displacement is mainly because of the shear crack in the base segment of 

406 the non-retrofitted column. In comparison, no relative displacement is found between the 

407 bottom two segments until Impact 06 (about 1600kN-ms impulse) that only less than 1mm 

408 relative displacement is found. This is because the FRP wrap substantially improved the 

409 shear resistance of the concrete segment. 

a) b) 
410 Figure 12 Comparison of a) peak and residual deflections at column top; b) relative 
411 displacement between Segment 1 and 2

412

413 3.3 Impact at bottom segment

414 3.3.1 Deformation-to-failure process

415       Figure 13 shows the high-speed camera images of column S5KD-FRP-BS when it 

416 was impacted at the centre of the bottom segment (Impact 04 and 05). Because the 

417 impact location is very close to the base of the column but not at the segmental joint, no 

418 flexural bending response is generated. Instead, as shown in Impact 04, the impactor 
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419 pushes the bottom segment to move sideways at t=10ms. Because of inertia resistance 

420 from the top added mass, the top part of the segmental column primarily remains at its 

421 original location. The column experiences large deformation at the bottom segment but 

422 manages to maintain its stability. In Impact 05, under the substantial lateral impact force 

423 apparent larger lateral displacement is resulted in the bottom segment. Because of the 

424 confinement of the FRP wrap,  no obvious damage can be observed to the concrete 

425 segment. Slight twisting can be observed between Segment 2 and 3, indicating the low 

426 torsion resistance provided by the smooth dome shear key. The column collapses 

427 eventually as a result of the excessive drift of the bottom segment. 

t=0ms t=10ms t=20ms t=40ms t=72ms
Impact 04

t=0ms t=5ms t=10ms t=22ms t=62ms
Impact 05

428 Figure 13 High-speed camera images of the responses of column S5KD-FRP-BS

429

430 3.3.2 Damage and failure of the column

431       Figure 14 compares the damage and failure modes of the column. It is apparent that 

432 on the non-retrofitted column the substantial lateral impact force smashes the bottom 

433 concrete segment with severely deformation to the reinforcing cage and the starter bars. 
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434 In comparison, when retrofitted with FRP wrap, the bottom segment is pushed by the 

435 large impact force and the column eventually collapses but no apparent damage to the 

436 bottom segment can be observed. Because of excessive deformation, FRP rupture 

437 occurs in the bottom segment. Moreover, one of the starter bars is severely bent and the 

438 other one is totally sheared off, indicating the bottom segment experiences very large 

439 lateral movement. 

a) S5KD-FRP-BS b) S5KD-BS

440 Figure 14 Comparison of damage and failure modes of columns under bottom segmental impact 
441 a) FRP-retrofitted column; b) Non-retrofitted column

442

443 3.3.3 Impact time histories

444       The impact load time histories recorded on column S5KD-FRP-BS are shown in 

445 Figure 15a. It can be found that as impact velocity increases, the peak impact load also 

446 increases. For instance, in Impact 01 a peak load of 16.5kN is measured which increases 

447 to about 24kN in Impact 02. A peak load of 48kN is recorded in Impact 03 which quickly 

448 reduces to about 21kN and followed by a second peak of about 34kN before dissipates 

449 to zero. As the integrity of the column degrades due to column accumulated damage, the 

450 peak load in Impact 04 does not further increase but the loading duration becomes longer. 

451 Figure 15b compares the impact load time histories for the two columns with and without 

452 FRP retrofit when subjected to base segment impact. As can be seen, very similar peak 

453 impact loads are recorded for the two columns. This is because the initial peak load is 
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454 governed by the inertia resistance and local stiffness of the column. As damage 

455 accumulated in the non-retrofitted column, smaller peak load is resulted in Impact 04 

456 (about 43kN) comparing to 48kN on the FRP-wrapped column. The impactor also acts 

457 longer on the latter column, about 50ms comparing to 36ms in the retrofitted column.   

458

a) b)
459 Figure 15 Impact load time histories for a) S5KD-FRP-BS; b) comparisons with S5KD-BS

460

461 3.3.4 Deflection time histories

462       Figure 16a shows the deflection time histories recorded at the centre of the bottom 

463 segment (Segment 1). Because the impact load does not generate any flexural bending 

464 in the column but mainly direct lateral movement in the bottom segment, the deformation 

465 time histories measured on the bottom segment follow primarily the impact loading history, 

466 however they do not return to zero, but to the respective residual displacement. As impact 

467 level increases, the maximum and residual displacement at the bottom segmental also 

468 increase. For instance, in Impact 01 a peak deflection of 2.6mm is resulted, which 

469 increases to 11.7mm and 29.7mm in Impact 03 and 04. The corresponding residual 

470 displacement increases from zero to about 5mm and 17mm. Figure 16b compares the 

471 deflection time histories at the centres of the bottom segments for the retrofitted and non-

472 retrofitted columns. It can be found that similar peak and residual deflections are recorded 

473 in low velocity impact (Impact 01). When impact velocity is higher (in Impact 04), a 
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474 maximum deflection of about 29.7mm is recorded on the retrofitted column while that on 

475 the non-retrofitted column is only 24.8mm. This is because the FRP wrapped column is 

476 relatively intact and the impactor could force the entire segment to move horizontally, 

477 while in comparison the non-retrofitted segment experiences direct shear damage. The 

478 impact kinetic energy is dissipated through the damage of the column. It is evidenced that 

479 larger residual displacement (19.4mm) is found on the non-retrofitted column while that 

480 on the retrofitted column is less than 17mm. 

a) b)
481 Figure 16 Deflection time histories at the centre of Segment 1 for a) S5KD-FRP-BS; b) 
482 comparison with column S5KD-BS

483

484       Figure 17a summarizes the peak and residual displacements at the centre of the 

485 bottom segment of the retrofitted and non-retrofitted columns. It can be found that very 

486 similar peak and residual deflections are recorded on the two columns when the impact 

487 levels are small in Impact 01 and 02. As impact level increases, concrete damage occurs 

488 in the non-retrofitted column, while no obvious damage is observed in the FRP wrapped 

489 segment although it experiences higher peak deflections. For example, a peak deflection 

490 of 11.7mm is found on column S5KD-FRP-BS in Impact 03, while that on column S5KD-

491 BS is only 7.8mm. In Impact 04, the peak deflection in the retrofitted column is nearly 

492 30mm. In comparison, only 25mm peak deflection is recorded on the non-retrofitted 

493 column. The non-retrofitted column has smaller deformation because of intensive 
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494 concrete damage, which absorbs significant amount of impact energy and also makes 

495 the segment softer, hence smaller deformation as compared to the retrofitted column. 

496 Nevertheless, most of the deflections of the retrofitted column recovers after the impact 

497 by the posttensioning bars. After Impact 04, only 16.8mm residual deflection is measured 

498 on column S5KD-FRP-BS, whereas 19.4mm residual deflection is found on the non-

499 retrofitted column. Therefore, it can be found that applying FRP wrap to segmental 

500 column could effectively reduce concrete damage when subjected to direct impact on the 

501 bottom segment; however, larger peak deflection but lower residual displacement could 

502 be expected. 

a) b)
503 Figure 17 Comparison of a) peak and residual deflections at centre of bottom segment; b) 
504 relative displacement

505       Since the segmental column mainly shows direct shear response, relative 

506 displacement between adjacent segments could be a major concern. Figure 17b 

507 compares the segmental displacement between the retrofitted and non-retrofitted 

508 columns. It can be seen that relative displacements begin to occur in Impact 03. Slightly 

509 larger relative displacement (5.3mm) is found on the retrofitted column in comparison to 

510 2.9mm for the non-retrofitted column. As discussed above, this is because the FRP 

511 wrapped segment is intact and forced to move laterally. When the columns suffer major 

512 damage in Impact 04, nearly 20mm relative displacement is found on the non-retrofitted 

513 column while that on the retrofitted column is less than 17mm. Also, with FRP wrap less 
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514 shear key damage occurs on the retrofitted column. As a result, only minimum relative 

515 displacement is observed between Segment 1 and 2 on the retrofitted column, whereas 

516 about 3mm is found on the non-retrofitted column. 

Footing

Top 
weight

Impactor

Segmental 
column

Concrete 
segment

FRP wrap
Reinforcement 

cage

Prestress 
tendon

517 Figure 18 Numerical model of segmental column under impact 

518

519 4. Numerical Modelling
520 A detailed three-dimensional model of the segmental column is generated to replicate the 

521 above-mentioned laboratory impact tests. The columns are subjected to gradually 

522 increased impact velocities. The responses of the columns from the numerical simulation 

523 are compared with the lab testing results to validate the numerical model. The concrete 

524 damage status, FRP strain and damage status in the numerical model are used to help 

525 better understand the performance of the FRP retrofitted segmental columns under lateral 

526 impact loads.

527 4.1 Model details
528 Numerical modeling is carried out using commercial software LS-DYNA [28] which is a 

529 popularly used hydro-code. Figure 18 depicts the numerical model of the segmental 

530 column, where SOLID_164 solid element (8-node constant stress) with single integration 
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531 point is adopted for concrete and prestress tendon, BEAM_161 beam element (3-node) 

532 with 2 by 2 gauss integration for steel reinforcement, and Belytschko-Tsay shell for FRP. 

533 5mm mesh is selected for the numerical model after mesh sensitivity analysis. To ensure 

534 conservation of mass and energy no erosion is used in the numerical model. The contact 

535 between concrete segments is modelled with Automatic_Surface_To_Surface contact 

536 element with empirical static and dynamic friction coefficient of 0.6 and 0.5, respectively. 

537 The contact between the prestress tendon and the concrete segments are also modelled 

538 with Automatic_Surface_To_Surface contact but without consideration of friction effect. 

539 The post-tensioning force in the tendon is initiated through dynamic relaxation with implicit 

540 analysis prior to the explicit dynamic analysis for impact. Perfect bond is assumed by 

541 merging the nodes together between the FRP wrap and the concrete segments.

542 4.2 Material models
543       For concrete material Concrete_Damage_REL3 (MAT72) is selected in this study. 

544 MAT72 model is one of the most popularly used material models for concrete material in 

545 dynamic analysis. It is a plasticity-based model which considers confining pressure, strain 

546 rate effect and concrete damage. In MAT72 model, the stress tensor is expressed as the 

547 sum of the hydrostatic stress and the deviatoric stress. The hydrostatic stress varies with 

548 concrete volume, and the deviatoric stress controls the shape deformation. The 

549 EOS_TABULATED_COMPACTION model in LS-DYNA is used to correlate the pressure 

550 as a function of the volumetric strain. As illustrated in Figure 19, three shear failure 

551 surfaces are employed to depict the intact, yield and residual strength curves of concrete 

552 material. The deviatoric stress remains elastic during the initial loading and reloading 

553 phase until the stress reaches the initial yield surface. The deviatoric stress then 

554 increases until the maximum strength surface is reached. The response can be perfectly 

555 plastic or softens to the residual strength surface beyond this stage. A damage scalar is 

556 used to account for concrete damage, which ranges from 0 to 1.0 for concrete material 

557 experiencing strain hardening, and from 1.0 to 2.0 for material softening stage. 
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Yielding

Max strength
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a) Stress-strain curve b) Meridian of strength surfaces

558 Figure 19 K&C MAT72 concrete material model

559       Dynamic increase effect has been widely recognized to influence material dynamic 

560 properties. With experimental and numerical studies, relation of dynamic increase factor 

561 (DIF) with respect to strain rate are available for concrete [29-31]. Equations for the DIF 

562 of concrete material for both compressive and tensile strength are defined as:

CDIF = fcd/fcs = 0.0419(log )+1.2165      for  30s-1𝜀𝑑 𝜀𝑑 ≤ (1)

CDIF = fcd/fcs = 0.8988(log ) – 2.8255(log ) + 3.4907      for  30s-1𝜀𝑑 𝜀𝑑 𝜀𝑑 > (2)

TDIF = ftd/fts = 0.26(log ) + 2.06       for  1s-1𝜀𝑑 𝜀𝑑 ≤ (3)

TDIF = ftd/fts = 2(log ) + 2.06       for 1s-1  150s-1𝜀𝑑  < 𝜀𝑑 ≤ (4)

563 where fcd and ftd are the dynamic compressive and tensile strengths at the strain rate , 𝜀𝑑

564 fcs and fts are the static compressive and tensile strengths at strain rate of 10-6s-1.

565       The prestress tendon and reinforcement including both longitudinal rebar and tie are 

566 modelled with Piecewise_Linear_Plasticity model (MAT_24). The advantage of this 

567 model is that it enables arbitrary stress-strain curve and strain rate dependency to be 

568 defined. For simplicity, a bi-linear elastic-plastic relation is utilized. The yield strength, 

569 ultimate strength, Young’s modulus and tangential modulus follow the material properties 
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570 of those used in the experiment. Table 2 summarizes the parameters of material models 

571 in the current study. The DIF equation for reinforcement used in the study is defined as 

572 [32],

DIF = (
𝜀

10 ‒ 4)
𝛼 (5)

573 where for the yield stress = fy= 0.074-0.04fy/414; and for the ultimate stress, = 

574 fu=0.019-0.009fy/414, in which fy is the yield strength of the reinforcement.

575       Plastic_Kinematic model (MAT_003) is used to model the unidirectional FRP wraps. 

576 The FRP wraps are simplified as an isotropic and elastic material without defining the 

577 kinematic hardening plasticity. The tensile strength, failure strain and elastic modulus are 

578 1640MPa, 0.02 and 78GPa. The strain rate effect is neglected because the expected 

579 strain rate under impact loading in this study is relatively low. Previous study [33] has 

580 proved that such simplification gives acceptable prediction. 

581       The steel impactor is modelled with a linear elastic material model (MAT_001) since 

582 no plastic deformation is resulted. The density is 7800kg/m3 and Young’s modulus is 

583 200GPa.

584 Table 2 Summary of material properties for rebar and prestress tendon

Material Value Unit

Longitudinal rebar Density 7800 kg/m3

Yield stress 500 MPa
Young’s modulus 200 GPa

Poisson’s ratio 0.3

Stirup Density 7800 kg/m3

Yield stress 300 MPa
Young’s modulus 200 GPa

Poisson’s ratio 0.3

Prestress tendon Density 7800 kg/m3

Yield stress 1860 MPa
Young’s modulus 208 GPa

Poisson’s ratio 0.3
FRP wrap Density 2500 kg/m3

Young’s modulus 78 GPa
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Failure strain 0.02
585

586 4.3 Model validation

587 4.3.1 Mid-span impact

588       Figure 20a compares selected central deflection time histories from the numerical 

589 simulations and the lab test. It can be found that when subjected to low speed impact 

590 (0.64m/s in Impact 02), numerical model gives very close prediction of deflection time 

591 histories of the lab test. When subjected to 2.62m/s impact, a peak central deflection of 

592 66mm is predicted by the numerical model which is also close to that in the lab test. When 

593 subjected to 3.72m/s impact (in Impact 05), a peak deflection of 122mm is predicted by 

594 the numerical model which is slightly higher than that in the lab test (117mm), and less 

595 rebound is predicted which could be due to lower residual concrete strength in the KC 

596 concrete model. 

597      Figure 21a shows the damage contour of the deformed column when subjected to 

598 mid-span impact. As can be observed when subjected to 3.72m/s impact the numerical 

599 model could closely predict the deformation shape of the lab tested column and  captures 

600 the joint opening between Segment 3 and 4. As compared in Figure 22a, FRP rupture on 

601 Segment 3 and Segment 1 are also predicted by the numerical simulation. With the 

602 numerical model, concrete damage, which is difficult to be directly observed in the test 

603 owing to the FRP wrap, can be assessed. As shown in Figure 21a, concrete damage 

604 occurs around the segmental joint at the mid span and the base of the column due to 

605 flexural bending. Because of the effective confinement of FRP wrap, the damage to 

606 concrete segments is insignificant. As impact velocity increases, more severe concrete 

607 damages occur and spread to more segmental joints owing to less effective FRP 

608 confinement to the concrete segments at the joints. 
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a) b)

c)

609 Figure 20 Comparison of deflection time histories a) mid span deflection when impacted at the 
610 mid span; b) bottom segmental joint when impacted at the bottom segmental joint; c) centre of 
611 bottom segment when impacted at the base segment

612

613 4.3.2 Impact at the bottom segmental joint

614       Figure 20b compares the deflection time histories at the segmental joint under the 

615 impact. A close match of the deflections from the numerical modelling and the lab test 

616 can be found when subjected to 0.64m/s and 1.38m/s impacts in Impact 02 and 03. When 

617 subjected to 3.72m/s impact, a peak central deflection of 32mm is predicted by the 

618 numerical model which is slightly larger than 30mm in the lab test. The forced vibration of 
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619 the column can be very well reproduced by the numerical model, however because of  

620 the difficulty in exactly modelling the concrete residual strength, the free vibration 

621 response in the numerical model differs from that of the laboratory test. Nevertheless, 

622 similar level of residual deflections is found. Figure 21b compares the response of the 

623 column and shows the concrete damage contour. As can be observed, segmental joint 

624 opening between Segment 1 and 2 is modelled numerically which is very similar to that 

625 in the lab testing when the columns are subjected to 3.72m/s impact. The overall 

626 deformation mode of the column from the numerical simulation matches closely with that 

627 in the experimental test. From the concrete damage contours, it can also be found that 

628 with FRP confinement almost no concrete damage is resulted when subjected to low 

629 velocity impact (0.64m/s). Because of flexural bending at the bottom segmental joint 

630 between Segment 1 and 2, minor concrete compressive damage occurs. Also because 

631 of the large shear force transferred through Segment 1, the concrete shear key in 

632 connection with footing suffers damage. As impact velocity increases, more column 

633 damage is developed. For instance, when subjected to 3.72m/s impact concrete damage 

634 extends from left side of the cross section due to flexural compression to the entire shear 

635 key region, indicating large shear forces being born by the column. Nevertheless, the rest 

636 parts of the wrapped concrete segments are mostly intact indicating the effectiveness of 

637 the FRP wrapping. Figure 22b shows the principal strain contour on the FRP wrap. It can 

638 be seen that FRP rupture occurs at the top edges of Segment 1 which matches with the 

639 lab observation. This is because of the excessive compressive stress at the segmental 

640 joint due to flexural bending deformation. Large strain is also developed on the FRP wrap. 

641 In addition, Minor FRP damage is also found at the corner of Segment 4 and 5 at the top 

642 of segmental joint. This confirms the flexural deformation mode of the column when 

643 subjected to impact at bottom segmental joint that results in joint opening at the impact 

644 point. The damage moves upwards as the local vibration mode during forced-vibration 

645 phase changes to the global vibration mode during free-vibration phase. A large curvature 

646 is formed at the top segmental joint near the supported mass. 
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648
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649

650 Figure 21 Concrete damage contours: a) mid-span impact; b) bottom segmental joint impact; c) 
651 base segment impact

652

653 4.3.3 Impact at the bottom segment

654       Figure 20c compares the deflection time histories at the centre of the bottom segment 

655 under the impact. It can be found that the deflection time histories from the numerical 

656 simulation agree well with the experimental results in Impact 03 and 04. Both the peak 

657 and the residual deflections match closely. When the column is subjected to the ultimate 

658 3.72m/s impact, slightly smaller peak deflection is predicted by the numerical model 

659 (about 44mm) in comparison to 47mm peak deflection as measured in the laboratory test. 

660 The residual displacement in the numerical model is also larger. This is again probably 

661 because of the difficulty in accurately modelling the residual strength of the concrete 

662 material in the adopted numerical model. Nevertheless, the behavior of the column is still 

663 in general reasonably well modelled with the numerical method. 
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664       Figure 21c compares the response of the numerical model and the lab tested column. 

665 Because the concrete shear key of Segment 1 connecting the footing is severely 

666 damaged under the lateral impact induced shear force, large relative movement is 

667 developed as depicted in the images. In the numerical model, severe concrete damage 

668 at the shear key is also modelled, but no erosion is applied to the concrete elements in 

669 the numerical model to ensure mass and energy conservation. From the concrete 

670 damage contours shown in Figure 21c, it can be observed that concrete damages are 

671 developed and accumulated primarily in the bottom segment (Segment 1) due to the 

672 direct impact induced large shear forces, which transfers through the shear key to the 

673 footing. Because limited flexural bending deformation is developed in the segmental 

674 column, almost no damage occurs to the above concrete segments. Diagonal shear 

675 damage can be observed in Segment 1 from numerical simulation. Figure 22c shows the 

676 strain contour in the FRP. As can be observed, large strain is developed in the FRP wrap 

677 confining the bottom concrete segment. A small FRP rupture is predicted in the numerical 

678 simulation which replicates that being observed in the lab test on Segment 1. This 

679 indicates that despite the segmental column primarily experiences direct shear vibration 

680 mode when subjected to bottom segment impact, after the shear key accumulates 

681 damages, the entire column rotates against the bottom left corner which leads to large 

682 compressive stress at the corner of Segment 1, resulting in FRP rupture. 
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683

684 Figure 22 Principal strain contour in the FRP wrap when subjected to a) mid-span impact; b) 
685 bottom segmental joint impact; c) bottom segment impact

686

687 5. Conclusion
688 This paper presents experimental and numerical studies to investigate the performance 

689 of segmental column retrofitted with FRP wrap when subjected to lateral impact loading. 

690 The columns are impacted at mid-span which excites the flexural bending deformation 

691 mode; at bottom segmental joint which excites the combined flexural bending and shear 

692 deformation mode; and directly at bottom concrete segment which leads to direct shear 

693 failure mode. It is found that with FRP wrap the impact resistance performances of the 

694 column are improved when it is subjected to mid-span impact and bottom segmental joint 

695 impact. This is because the FRP wrap provides effective confinement which improves 

696 concrete ultimate compressive strength and residual strength, and therefore leads to less 

697 column damage. When the column is subjected to the bottom segment impact, FRP wrap 

698 limits the damage to the bottom concrete segment. However, when subjected to high 

699 velocity impact, damage shifts down to the shear key connecting the segmental column 
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700 to the footing. More severe damage occurs and consequentially leads to larger column 

701 lateral displacement. The developed numerical model yields good predictions of the 

702 column with FRP wrapped segments. The model can be used in the analysis and design 

703 of segmental columns subjected to lateral impact loads. 
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